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GENERAL ANTHOLOGIES OF PRIMARY SOURCES


HISTORY OF RHETORIC

Ancient:

Medieval:


Renaissance:


Early Modern:


**Romantic (c. 1785 - c. 1830):**


**Mid- to Late-Nineteenth Century and ‘Victorian’ (c. 1830 - c. 1890):**


**Twentieth and Early Twenty-First Centuries:**

**Anglo-American Theories**
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Continental Theories

General:


Deconstruction:


Dialogism (The Bakhtin Circle):

Voloshinov, V. N. Marxism and the Philosophy of Language. Trans. Ladislav Matejka and I.
Marxism:


Phenomenology / Existentialism / Hermeneutics:


Psychoanalysis:


Semiotics / Structuralism:


Structuralist Psychoanalysis:


Rhetoric of Inquiry

Epistemic Rhetoric:


Informal Logic / Argumentation Theory:


Arts, Literary:


**Arts, Visual and Plastic (and ‘Visual Rhetoric’):**


**Education:**


**Ethics:**


**History:**


**The Human Being: Cognitive Science / Philosophy of Mind / Psychology:**
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Law:
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**Metaphilosophy:**


**Metaphysics:**


**Religion:**
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Sciences (General):

Feyerabend, Paul. Conquest of Abundance: a Tale of Abstraction versus the Richness of
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**Sciences, Natural:**

**Biology**


**Chemistry**


**Mathematics**


'Sciences,' Social / Human:

Anthropology


Economics


Politics


Sociology


Sports:


SOME SECONDARY SOURCES

Some Anthologies:


Encyclopedias, Companions, Handbooks, Etc.:


Individual Surveys:
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**The Quarrel Between Rhetoric and Philosophy:**
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